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Postknight potion guide

Elixirs are reusable power-ups that improve a specific health score and give an additional buff, depending on the type of elixir consumed. Only one type of iksir can be equipped at a time. After use of an iksir, there will be a waiting period before it can be consumed again. Elixirs have three different statistics. Healing Power, how much
health is restored when the iksir is consumed. Cool down time, how much, in seconds, the player must wait before the iksir can be consumed again. The Bonus Effect raises a single stat for a short period of time. It depends on the irxir consumed. Iksir Types[edit | source edit] Postknight is available in four iksirs: Red, Green, Blue and
Crystal. The red iksir is obtained for free in the first stage of the game, while others need to be purchased from traders. After purchasing a second potion, an option appears in the menu, which selects which potion the player will choose to equip. Elixir HP CD Special Effect Base EXP HP Bonus Effect Bonus How to Red Elixir +20 8s +5
Defense 5 +6 +1 Complete Floret Lane III Green Elixir +60 6s 100% Speed of Movement 6 +8+2% Purchase Griffondell 4000 to 00 24 24 6 Blue Elixir +120 9s +10 Range Magic Defense 8 +9 +1 Caldemount de Merchant Cyrus purchase for 240000 40 40 20 Crystal Elixir +200 8s +10 Attack 10 +20 +1 Purchase Merchant Zena in Gold
Valley For900000 50 50 30 Note that these values are the base values contained in the game files and the property levels are 0. To get the first values with 1 levels, just wait and add 0.5s to the relevant bonus for HP and its effect. Herbs [edit | source edit] These three features can be further developed using herbs, alchemy items, crates
or gifts that can be obtained as enemy drops; or trade with traders. By infusion of herbs sufficient for an iksir, the level of plant-affected properties will vary by a certain amount. Feature upgrades are specific to the upgraded yxir; does not affect other iksirs. Healing Power [edit | source edit] Alan Herb Exp Pompon Ceruleaf 1.0 Shello Bay
Costar 2.0 Griffondell Argiebii 3.0 Caldemount Kuroot 4.0 Valley of Gold Glowbud 5.0 Broken Forest Blood Acorn 6.0 EXP = BaseEXP * * * ( 1.3 ^ Level), completely bar-filling round, the amount of health will increase depending on the restore. However, this can also prove laborious if the player cannot completely deny the effect by raising
the waiting time, increases the waiting time by 1 second. Cooldown Time[editing | source editing] Alan Herb EXP Pompon Puffwort 1.5 Shello Bay Angel Wings 3.0 Griffondell Galesip 4.5 Caldemount Tuffler Tuskler 6.0 Valley gold Grottoshroom 7.5 Broken Forest Gooberry 8.0 EXP = BaseEXP * (1.1^ Level), rounded up by filling the bar
completely, cooling time will decrease by 0.5 seconds. Two upgrades for this stat will cancel an upgrade, healing power Make low superanne scaling and high EXP earnings given. The wait time cannot be reduced to less than 3 seconds. Once the elixir filling is increased to this value , the Vaccine button will be grirenk, preventing the
player from ingesting any weed and further reducing the cooling process. Bonus Effect [editing | resource editing] Alan Herb EXP Pompon Sage 1.0 Shello Bay Chuvie Sage 2.0 Griffondell Firebloom 4.0 Valley of Gold Moonbud 5.0 Broken Forest Golden Basil 6.0 EXP = BaseEXP * (1.2^ Level), completely rounded by filling the bar, The
power of the bonus effect will increase, instead the upgraded value depending on the ride. Postknight is pretty straightforking, if I say it myself. There are subtleties of the game, and any player would do well to pay attention to them. Upgrading equipment by pushing with the past just the story, increasing the rank of Postknight, you can set
up a handful of NPCs in each city and test your speed. Dealing with all these things -- plus managing your health so you can keep fighting -- is a handful, especially if you're actually getting into the game. This beginner's guide does not cover super super basics, but instead, it goes to cover some stylish tips and advice for new players
fighting with story progress. A hardworking Postknight must be at its best to do this from one town to another, and the methods of staying in the best shape are not all that clear. It's a long, hard road to the top. Timing Defense in Postknight's Combat We start here with a very simple defense. It's something you have to use whenever you
get up, isn't it? Almost all the time. What about defending and using weapons ability? It is easy to lose a lot of health quickly when beating enemies, so you have to be a little careful, especially when defending. The best advice I can give you on the right defense is that you never defend when you're not attacked. Just try to defend the right
when you're about to collide with an enemy or get hit with a bullet to avoid wasting the hour of occupancy. Get Full Equipment Sets and Keep Them Upgraded You've definitely already noticed that each set of equipment gives you a stat bonus by equipping four pieces, but is the sweet individual parts leveling the equipment to the
maximum level to get the bonus? From grey to yellow quality, each piece of equipment has its own bonus when it reaches 5 stars. You can check my equipment bonus guide for more information about this. Stat improvements on equipment upgrades are great, but the 5 star upgrade bonus is always worth it. Some parts cause increased
critical damage, others give the block a chance to heal, and more. There are a bunch of different upgrade bonuses, and most of them are worth it. Best of all, to adjust your eyes on a set within a layer of equipment, take it, and stick in this area, upgrade as much as possible as you progress with the story. Once Story progress is a wall, it's
time to start farming for materials to upgrade equipment. Fully upgrading sets takes a large number of materials, some of which are more common than others. This is where material cultivation comes in, and we'll start with that in the next chapter. Agriculture for Equipment Upgrade Materials takes a lot of time and patience and high
quality gear (gray, blue, purple, yellow) rare upgrade materials. There are two effective methods of grinding for materials: Delivery missions (better for rare materials) Running paths (better for more common materials and iksir materials) Delivery tasks are introduced to you in Pompon Village, and Postknight is your go-to get tokens used to
increase your rank. (Note only: When you're in town, you increase your Postknight rank by tapping the ambing at the bottom of the screen.) Each town has its own delivery missions separate from other towns. Delivery missions are better for materials than standard defeat missions for two reasons: there are more at a time when you return
to the city as well as receive rewards at the treasure chest at the end of a delivery. And that doesn't mention the fall from the enemies you've killed. You want to deliver in towns where the supplies you need are left by enemies. If you do all four and want more, tap the hourglass at the bottom of the menu and use some gems or follow an ad
to replenish that town's deliveries. You have to make a lot of delivery to get enough of the rarest ingredients. At the very beginning of each city, you can start both delivery and standard tasks by tapping the board and mailbox, respectively. Routes game, at least there is something that doesn't explain my recall. They are packed with
enemies to beat for extended excursions out of the city that can take several minutes and common ingredients and sedis ingredients. In any town you can access the routes by going right and tapping the sign. You can also change the areas on the sign. Running paths are an effective way to grab common materials and potion materials,
but with very rare materials. If you are looking for rare ingredients, as well as more common things, be sure to choose your ways with the drop enemies you need. Trade all this behind, of course, with a town's merchant. Each trader has different goods suitable for the field, and they sell rare equipment, as well as rare materials. It is
recommended that you renew a seller's stock through jewelry or advertising when trying to receive certain materials. To Increase Relationships with NPCs You need to be careful how you want to dip your feet into the Postknight girl stay pool. Every town has a girl you can increase your relationship with, each with their own love, loves and
dislikes. Give them what they like or love. This really sounds easier because there is not a ton of tips about what And if you miss out on giving them a gift for a day, you'll lose your heart. I'm not preparing a guide to gift it to NPs if you're interested. It's not complete yet, but it's getting there. Upgrade Your Elixirs Know, Yes Carefully. I really
want to use all the ingredients when you take them, but you may want to postpone filling them with healing power. You can upgrade the healing power, waiting time, and bonus stat of an iksir individually. There are no drawbacks to leveling up the waiting time or bonus stat for an iksir, but there is a serious one when you upgrade the
healing power: when you raise the healing power that increases by a second of waiting for the iksir. It is highly recommended to take the recovery power easily and focus on getting reduced waiting time. Only stock up on these healing power items and use them when you're ready. The minimum waiting time is 3 seconds. Just Accept
You're Watching Going You're Watching Going You're Watching Everything requires coughing up jewelry or watching ads on Postknight. You will never have enough gems to jump fully watching the ad unless you spend a bunch of real money. Why bother when I can let ads play? Unless you want to support the developer. You can track
ads to ensure that tasks, deliveries, and the seller are renewed. And sometimes I really want to refresh them, especially if you are trying to upgrade equipment. Forward further in the game, watching ads is part of it because you need materials so much. So just accept it and press this ad option if available. Keep all these things in mind as
you push with the story and keep unlocking new areas. You have to stay on the ball to do well on Postknight and staying on the ball is a pretty tough process. Hopefully, these tips have taught the game something new to make it easier and more fun time. (PS. Seagleam max do not stress on siren scales. Instead, just go do what and start
in Griffondell tier 3 gear.) gear.)
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